
POETRY:

Elegy: Poems by Mary Jo Bang 
Grief is converted into art in this bleak, forthright
collection, centered on the death of the poet’s son.

Modern Life: Poems by Matthea Harvey
Harvey is willing to take risks, and her reward is that
richest, rarest thing, genuine poetry.

FICTION:

The Blue Star by Tony Earley 
The caring, thoughtful hero of Earley’s engrossing
first novel, “Jim the Boy,” is now 17 and confronting
not only the eternal turmoil of love, but also venality
and the frightening calls of duty and war.

Dangerous Laughter: Thirteen Stories
by Steven Millhauser

In his latest collection, Millhauser advances his

Diary of a Bad Year
Coetzee follows the late career
like Coetzee himself, is
transplanted to Australia and
titled “Waiting for the Barbarians

The English Major
A 60-year-old cherry farmer
teacher — an inversion of
— sets out on a trip west after
wife.

Lush Life by Richard Price
Chandler — and Bellow,
Price’s novel, in which
restaurant manager, mugged
East Side of Manhattan, himself

A Mercy by Toni MorrisonIn his latest collection, Millhauser advances his
chosen themes — the slippery self, the power of
hysterical young people — with even more
confidence and power than before.

Dear American Airlines by Jonathan Miles
Miles’s fine first novel takes the form of a letter from
a stranded traveler, his life a compilation of regrets,
who uses the time to digress on an impressive array
of cultural issues, large and small.

Life Class by Pat Barker
Barker’s new novel, about a group of British artists
overtaken by World War I, concentrates more on the
turmoil of love than on the trauma of war.

A Most Wanted Man by John le Carré
This powerful novel, centered on a half-Russian,
half-Chechen, half-crazy fugitive in Germany, swims
with operatives whose desperation to avert another
9/11 provokes a slow-burning fire in every line.

A Mercy by Toni Morrison
Summoning voices from the
performs her deepest excavation
history and exhumes the country’s
the importation of African
extermination of Native Americans
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a South African writer
and the author of a novel

Barbarians.”

The English Major by Jim Harrison
farmer and former English
of the classic Harrison hero

after being dumped by his

by Richard Price
Bellow, too — peeps out from

an aspiring writer cum
mugged in the gentrifying Lower

himself becomes a suspect.

by Toni Morrison
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The Finder by Colin Harrison
A New York thriller, played out against the nasty
world of global capitalism.

Fine Just the Way It Is: Wyoming Stories 3
by Annie Proulx 

These rich, bleak stories offer an American West in
which the natural elements are murderous and folks
aren’t much better.

The Good Thief by Hannah Tinti 
In Tinti’s first novel, set in mid-19th-century New
England, a con man teaches an orphan the art of the
lie.

Home by Marilynne Robinson 
Revisiting the events of her novel “Gilead” from
another perspective, Robinson has written an
anguished pastoral, at once bitter and joyful.

Netherland by Joseph O’Neill 
In the wittiest, angriest,
desolate work of fiction
York and London, the game
solace to a man whose family
attacks.

The Other by David Guterson 
In this novel from the author
Cedars,” a schoolteacher nourishes
a privileged recluse.

Our Story Begins: New and Selected Stories
by Tobias Wolff 

Some of Wolff’s best work
revealing his gift for evoking
American experience.

Indignation by Philip Roth 
Marcus Messner is a sophomore at a small,
conservative Ohio college at the time of the Korean
War. The novel he narrates, like Roth’s last two, is
ruthlessly economical and relentlessly deathbound.

The Lazarus Project by Aleksandar Hemon
This novel’s despairing immigrant protagonist
becomes intrigued with the real-life killing of a
presumed anarchist in Chicago in 1908.

Telex from Cuba by Rachel Kushner
In this multilayered first novel, international drifters
try to bury pasts that include murder, adultery and
neurotic meltdown, even as the Castro brothers
gather revolutionaries in the hills.

The Sacred Book of the Werewolf by Victor Pelevin 
A supernatural call girl narrates Pelevin’s satirical
allegory of post-Soviet, post-9/11 Russia.

The Road Home by Rose Tremain
A widowed Russian emigrant,
the strange city of London,
village is about to be inundated

The School on Heart’s Content Road
by Carolyn Chute 

In Chute’s first novel in nearly
characters cluster around
settlement.

His Illegal Self
In this enthralling novel,
with a defiant hippie indulging

Beijing Coma
Ma’s novel, an important political
China through the life of
Tiananmen Square.

by Joseph O’Neill 
most exacting and most
yet about post-9/11 New

game of cricket provides
family disintegrates after the

by David Guterson 
author of “Snow Falling on

nourishes a friendship with

Our Story Begins: New and Selected Stories
by Tobias Wolff 

work is concentrated here,
evoking the breadth of

When Will There Be Good News? by Kate Atkinson
Jackson Brodie, the hero of Atkinson’s previous
literary thrillers, takes the case of a mother and baby
who suddenly disappear.

The Widows of Eastwick by John Updike
In this ingenious sequel to “The Witches of
Eastwick,” the three title characters, old ladies now,
renew their sisterhood, return to their old hometown
and contrive to atone for past crimes.

Yesterday’s Weather by Anne Enright
Working-class Irish characters grapple with love,
marriage, confusion and yearning in Enright’s varied,
if somewhat disenchanted, stories.

Unaccustomed Earth by Jhumpa Lahiri
In eight sensitive stories, Lahiri evokes the anxiety,
excitement and transformations felt by Bengali

by Rose Tremain
emigrant, fearfully navigating

London, learns that his home
inundated.

The School on Heart’s Content Road
by Carolyn Chute 

nearly 10 years, disparate
an off-the-grid communal

His Illegal Self by Peter Carey 
a boy goes underground

indulging her maternal urge.

Beijing Coma by Ma Jian
political statement, looks at

of a dissident paralyzed at

excitement and transformations felt by Bengali
immigrants and their American children.

American Wife by Curtis Sittenfeld 
The life of this novel’s heroine — a first lady who
comes to realize, at the height of the Iraq war, that
she has compromised her youthful ideals — is
conspicuously modeled on that of Laura Bush.

Atmospheric Disturbances by Rivka Galchen 
The psychiatrist-narrator of this brainy, whimsical
first novel believes that his beautiful, much-younger
Argentine wife has been replaced by an exact double.

2666 by Roberto Bolaño
The five autonomous sections of this posthumously
published novel interlock to form an astonishing
whole, a supreme capstone to Bolaño’s vaulting
ambition.



American Lion: Andrew Jackson in the White House
by Jon Meacham 

Meacham, the editor of Newsweek, discerns a
democratic dignity in the seventh president’s
populism. {921 JACKSON}

The Big Sort: Why the Clustering of Like-Minded 
America Is Tearing Us Apart

by Bill Bishop with Robert G. Cushing 
A journalist and a statistician see political dangers in
the country’s increasing tendency to separate into
solipsistic blocs. {305.8009 BISHOP}

Capitol Men: The Epic Story of Reconstruction 
Through the Lives of the First Black Congressmen

by Philip Dray 
A collective biography of the pioneers of black
political involvement. {973.81 DRAY}

Champlain’s Dream by David Hackett Fischer
Fischer argues that France’s North American
colonial success was attributable largely to one
remarkable man, Samuel de Champlain.

Thrumpton Hall: A Memoir of Life in My Father’s 
House by Miranda Seymour 

Seymour’s odd and oddly
catapults her father into the
and eccentric English parents

Traffic: Why We Drive the Way We Do (And What It 
Says About Us) by Tom Vanderbilt

A surprising, enlightening
the human beings behind
{629.283 VANDERBILT}

A Voyage Long and Strange: Rediscovering the New 
World by Tony Horwitz

An accessible popular history
plenty of self-tutoring
{970.01 HORWITZ}

Waking Giant: America in the Age of Jackson
by David S. Reynolds 

Reynolds excels at depicting
intellectual currents that
{973.5 REYNOLDS}remarkable man, Samuel de Champlain.

{921 CHAMPLAIN}

Delta Blues: The Life and Times of the Mississippi 
Masters Who Revolutionized American Music

by Ted Gioia 
Gioia’s survey balances the story of the music with
that of its reception. {781.643 GIOIA}

Chasing the Flame: Sergio Vieira de Mello and the 
Fight to Save the World by Samantha Power 

Vieira de Mello, who was killed in Iraq in 2003,
embodied both the idealism and the limitations of the
United Nations, which he served long and loyally.
{921 MELLO}

The Dark Side: The Inside Story of How the War on 
Terror Turned Into a War on American Ideals

by Jane Mayer 
A New Yorker writer recounts the emergence of the
widespread use of torture as a central tool in the fight
against terrorism. {973.931 MAYER}

{973.5 REYNOLDS}

While They Slept: An Inquiry Into the Murder of a 
Family by Kathryn Harrison

Harrison’s account brings
fate of the family of Jody
she survived a rampage
{364.1523 HARRISON}

The Wild Places by Robert Macfarlane
Macfarlane’s unorthodox
furrowed with human histories
literary prophets. {914.1048
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Thrumpton Hall: A Memoir of Life in My Father’s 
by Miranda Seymour 

oddly affecting book instantly
the front rank of impossible

parents. {921 SEYMOUR}

Traffic: Why We Drive the Way We Do (And What It 
by Tom Vanderbilt

look at the psychology of
behind the steering wheels.

VANDERBILT}

A Voyage Long and Strange: Rediscovering the New 
by Tony Horwitz

history of early America, with
and colorful reporting.

Waking Giant: America in the Age of Jackson
by David S. Reynolds 

depicting the cultural, social and
that buffeted the nation.
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While They Slept: An Inquiry Into the Murder of a 
by Kathryn Harrison

moral clarity to the dark
Gilley, who was 16 when
by her brother in 1984.

by Robert Macfarlane
British landscapes are

histories and haunted by
1048 MACFARLANE}

NONFICTION
The Challenge: Hamdan v. Rumsfeld and the Fight 

Over Presidential Power by Jonathan Mahler 
An objective, thorough study of a landmark case for 
Guantánamo detainees. {343.7301 MAHLER} 

This Republic of Suffering: Death and the American 
Civil War by Drew Gilpin Faust 

The lasting impact of the war’s immense loss of life
is the subject of this extraordinary account by
Harvard’s president. {973.71 FAUST}

White Heat: The Friendship of Emily Dickinson and 
Thomas Wentworth Higginson by Brenda Wineapple
The hitherto elusive Higginson was the poet’s chosen 
reader, admirer and advocate. {920 WINEAPPLE}
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Dreams and Shadows: The Future of the Middle East
by Robin Wright

This fluent and intelligent book describes the
struggles of people from Morocco to Iran to reform
or replace long-entrenched national regimes.
{956.054 WRIGHT}

The Drunkard’s Walk: How Randomness Rules Our 
Lives by Leonard Mlodinow 

This breezy crash course intersperses probabilistic
mind-benders with profiles of theorists.
{519.2 MLODINOW}

A Great Idea at the Time: The Rise, Fall, and 
Curious Afterlife of the Great Books by Alex Beam

The minds behind a curious project that continues to
exert a hold in some quarters. {ON ORDER}

Hallelujah Junction: Composing an American Life 
by John Adams

Adams’s wry, smart memoir stands with books by
Hector Berlioz and Louis Armstrong among the most
readably incisive autobiographies of major musical

The House at Sugar Beach: In Search of a Lost 
African Childhood

Cooper, a New York Times
warring Liberia as a child,
ghosts of her past — and
{921 COOPER}

How Fiction Works
Concentrating on the art
Yorker critic presents a
mecum with acute observations
passages and authors. {808

Moral Clarity: A Guide for Grown
by Susan Neiman

Neiman champions Enlightenment
hint of oversimplification,
piety. {170 NEIMAN}

The Night of the Gun: A Reporter Investigates the 
Darkest Story of His Life, His Own

Carr, a New York Times
through his drug- andreadably incisive autobiographies of major musical

figures. {921 ADAMS}

The Hemingses of Monticello: An American Family
by Annette Gordon-Reed 

Gordon-Reed continues her study of the relationship
between Sally Hemings and Thomas Jefferson.
{920 GORDON-REED}

Hot, Flat and Crowded: Why We Need a Green 
Revolution — and How It Can Renew America

by Thomas L. Friedman 
The Times columnist turns his attention to possible
business-friendly solutions to global warming.
{333. 7907 FRIEDMAN}

The World Is What It Is: The Authorized Biography 
of V. S. Naipaul by Patrick French

French has created a monument fully worthy of its
subject, elucidating the enduring but painfully
asymmetrical love triangle at the core of Naipaul’s
life and work. {921 NAIPAUL}

through his drug- and
{921 CARR}

Nixonland: The Rise of a President and the 
Fracturing of America

Perlstein’s compulsively readable
Nixon’s divisive and enduring
that there are two
{973.924 PERLSTEIN}

Nothing to be Frightened Of
With no faith in an afterlife,
fear death? On this simple
elegant memoir and meditation,
affection for the characters
{921 BARNES}

Nureyev: The Life
The son of Soviet Tatars could
anything — space, applause,
attracted an audience of millions
mastered. {921 NUREYEV}

The House at Sugar Beach: In Search of a Lost 
African Childhood by Helene Cooper 

Times reporter who fled a
child, returned to confront the

and to look for a lost sister.

How Fiction Works by James Wood 
art of the novel, the New

a compact, erudite vade
observations on individual

808.3 WOOD}

Moral Clarity: A Guide for Grown-Up Idealists
by Susan Neiman

Enlightenment values with no
oversimplification, dogmatism or misplaced

The Night of the Gun: A Reporter Investigates the 
Darkest Story of His Life, His Own by David Carr

Times culture reporter, sifts
alcohol-addicted past.

Pictures at a Revolution: Five Movies and the Birth 
of the New Hollywood by Mark Harris 

The best-picture nominees of 1967 were a collage of
America’s psyche, and more. {791.4309 HARRIS}

The Post-American World by Fareed Zakaria
This relentlessly intelligent examination of power
focuses less on American decline than on the rise of
China, trailed by India. {303.49 ZAKARIA}

Predictably Irrational: The Hidden Forces That 
Shape Our Decisions by Dan Ariely. 

Moving comfortably from the lab to broad social
questions to his own life, an M.I.T. economist pokes
holes in conventional market theory. {330 ARIELY}

Retribution: The Battle for Japan, 1944-45
by Max Hastings

In this masterly account, Hastings describes
Japanese madness eliciting American ruthlessness in
the Pacific Theater. {940.5425 HASTINGS}

A Secular Age by Charles Taylor alcohol-addicted past.

Nixonland: The Rise of a President and the 
Fracturing of America by Rick Perlstein

readable study holds that
enduring legacy is the “notion

kinds of Americans.”

Nothing to be Frightened Of by Julian Barnes
afterlife, why should an agnostic

question, Barnes hangs an
meditation, full of a novelist’s

characters who wander in and out.

by Julie Kavanagh
could never get enough of

applause, money, sex — but he
millions to the art form he

NUREYEV}

A Secular Age by Charles Taylor 
A philosophy professor thinks our era has been too
quick to dismiss religious faith. {211.6 TAYLOR}

Shakespeare’s Wife by Germaine Greer
With a polemicist’s vision and a scholar’s patience,
Greer sets out to rescue Ann Hathaway from layers
of biographical fantasy.
{822.33 SHAKESPEARE BIOGRAPHY} 

The  Superorganism: The Beauty, Elegance, and 
Strangeness of Insect Societies                                 

by Bert Hölldobler and Edward O. Wilson 
The central conceit of this astonishing study is that
an insect colony is a single animal raised to a higher
level. {ON ORDER}

The Ten-Cent Plague: The Great Comic-Book Scare 
and How It Changed America by David Hajdu

A worthy history of the midcentury crusade against
the comics industry. {302.232 HAJDU}


